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Abstract
Digital Signatures enable authenticating messages in a way that disallows repudiation. While
non-repudiation is essential in some applications, it might be undesirable in others. Two related
notions of authentication are: Deniable Authentication (see Dwork, Naor and Sahai [25]) and Ring
Signatures (see Rivest, Shamir and Tauman [38]). In this paper we show how to combine these
notions and achieve Deniable Ring Authentication: it is possible to convince a verifier that a member
of an ad hoc subset of participants (a ring) is authenticating a message m without revealing which
one (source hiding), and the verifier V cannot convince a third party that message m was indeed
authenticated – there is no ‘paper trail’ of the conversation, other than what could be produced by
V alone, as in zero-knowledge.
We provide an efficient protocol for deniable ring authentication based on any strong encryption
scheme. That is once an entity has published a public-key of such an encryption system, it can be
drafted to any such ring. There is no need for any other cryptographic primitive. The scheme can
be extended to yield threshold authentication (e.g. at least k members of the ring are approving the
message) as well.
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Introduction

An authentication protocol allows a receiver of a message, Bob, to verify that the message received is
indeed the one sent by the sender, Alice. It is one of the basic issues which cryptography deals with.
One of the key insights in the seminal paper of Diffie and Hellman [22] was the idea that it is possible
to make authentication transferable, i.e. that Bob can convince a third party that Alice had indeed
sent him the message. This involves Alice having a public-key as well as a secret-key that allows her to
produce a digital signature of the message, verifiable by anyone knowing her public-key, but one that
cannot be generated by anyone not holding her secret-key. This non-repudiation property is essential to
contract signing, e-commerce and a host of other applications. In the last 25 years a lot of effort has
been devoted to digital signatures in the research community, as well as the legal and business one.
However, one question to consider is whether non-repudiation of messages is always desirable. One
obvious reason is privacy - one need not be a card carrying EFF1 member to appreciate that not
everything we ever say should be transferable to anyone else - but this is precisely the case as more
and more of our interactions move on-line. Another motivation arises where Bob is paying for the
authentication (e.g. for checking a piece of software); should he be free to turn and give it away to
Charlie? To address these concerns several notions of deniable authentication were developed (see more
in Section 1.1 below.) In general an authentication provides (plausible) deniability if the recipient could
have generated the authentication all by itself.
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A different form of protection to the sender of the messages is hiding its identity or source. This is
needed for leaking information - something that can be viewed as an important part of the checks and
balances that monitor an open society. Keeping the sender’s identity secret while being sure that it is a
valid confirmation of the message may sound paradoxical, since the receiver verifies the authenticity of
the message with respect to some public information related to the party doing the authentication (e.g. a
public key). However a method for doing just that was recently suggested by Rivest, Shamir and Tauman
[38]. They proposed the notion of Ring Signatures (a generalization of group signatures of Chaum and
van Heyst [16]) that allows a member of an ad hoc collection of users S (e.g. Crypto’2002 Program
Committee members), to prove that a message is authenticated by a member of S. The assumption is
that each member of S has published a public signature key of a scheme with certain properties (where
RSA and Rabin are examples). The construction given in [38] is very efficient, but its analysis is based
on the ideal cipher model (a strengthening of the random oracle one.)
In this work we propose a notion that merges Ring Signatures and Deniable Authentication to form
Deniable Ring Authentication. Roughly speaking, for a scheme to be Deniable Ring Authentication
it should: (i) Enable the sender for any message he wishes and for any ad hoc collection S of users
containing the sender to prove (interactively) that a member of S is the one confirming the message.
(ii) Be a good authentication scheme, i.e. not allowing forgeries, where the notions of forgeability of
Goldwasser, Micali and Rivest [30] are relevant. Ideally an adversary should not be able to make a
receiver accept any message not sent by a member of S. (iii) The authentication is deniable in the
zero-knowledge sense, i.e. the recipient could have simulated the conversation alone and the result
would have been indistinguishable. (iv) The authentication should be source hiding or preserve the
“anonymity in a crowd” of the sender: for any arbitrary subset S of users, any two members of S
generate indistinguishable conversations to the recipient. (v) The scheme should not assume that the
verifier of the authentication is part of the system and has established a public key. This is needed for
two reasons: The PKI may be of a special nature (e.g. high-ranking government officials) and thus there
is no reason for the recipient to be part of it. The second reason is that it is difficult to assure the
independence of keys in the PKI and there is no reason to assume that the receiver has chosen its key
properly (see Footnote 4 for an example.)
We provide a construction of a Deniable Ring Authentication protocol based sole on the assumption
that users have public-keys of some2 good encryption scheme. The scheme is quite efficient: it requires
|S| encryptions by the sender and receiver and a single decryption by the sender. One can view the
scheme as evolving from the deniable authentication scheme of Dwork, Naor and Sahai [25] (described
in Section 4.) The analysis of the scheme is based on the security of the encryption scheme, without
resorting to additional random oracles (or any additional cryptographic primitive.) Note that users have
“no choice” about being recruited to the subset S. Once a user has established an encryption key he
might be drafted to such a crowd S.

1.1

Related Work

Issues related to deniability and anonymity have been investigated quite extensively from the early days
of open scientific investigations of Cryptography3 . Hence there are quite a few variants of deniability
and anonymity protection and we will try to briefly describe them and their relationship to our work.
Group and Ring Signatures: a group signature scheme allows members of a fixed group to sign messages
on the group’s behalf while preserving their anonymity. This anonymity is conditional and a group
manager can revoke it. Note that groups here are not ad hoc and the group manager sets up a special
type of key assignment protocol. There are quite a few papers on the subject [4, 8, 12], yielding reasonably
efficient protocols. A related notion is that of identity Escrow allowing proofs of membership in a subset,
with the group manager being able to identify and revoke membership [34, 10]. Some of the protocols do
support subsets authentication [4] as well as general key choices by the participants, but these all assume
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special set-up and managers. Ring Signatures, as introduced in [38], support ad hoc subset formation
and by definition do not require special setup. They rely on a Public-Key Infrastructure (for signatures
of certain type in the construction of [38].) Note that some of the protocols for group signatures can
actually be used as ring signatures, e.g. [9].
Designated Verifier Proofs were proposed by [31] to enable signatures that convince only the intended
recipient, who is assumed to have a public-key. See Footnote 4 for the problems this approach might
encounter in our setting.
Deniable Authentication: the work of Dwork, Naor and Sahai [25] on deniable authentication provides a
system that addresses the deniability aspects, i.e. that following the protocol there is no paper trail for
the authentication of the message. This is the same property we are trying to achieve, and the protocols
presented there are our starting point (see Section 4.)
Undeniable signatures are digital signatures in which the recipient cannot transfer the signature without
the help of the signer. If forced to either acknowledge or deny a signature, however, the signer cannot
deny it if it is authentic (thus the term “invisible” is probably better). They were introduced in 1989 by
Chaum and Van Antwerpen [15] and further developed in [17]. A specific and appealing version of them
are the Chameleon Signatures of Krawczyk and Rabin [35]. The difference in the deniability requirement
between this line of work and that of deniable authentication [25] as well as the current paper, is that
in our case the authentication is not intended for ultimate adjudication by a third party, but rather to
assure V – and only V – of the validity of the message.
Contributions of this work: We present a simple and efficient scheme that allows leaking an authenticated secret, without the danger of being traced (Protocol 3 below.) The scheme does not assume
any special infrastructure, beyond the one given by standard PKI for encryption. The analysis of the
scheme is straightforward and does not resort to random oracles.
We also extend the scheme to be able to authenticate more complex statements than “a member of
S is confirming the message”, to statements such as “at least k members of S confirm the message” and
other access structures (Protocol 4 in Section 6.)
We also deal in Section 7 with the case where the adversary A may have all the secret keys of the
authenticator, which is the appropriate model for Identity Based Encryption [41, 5] and the Subset Cover
Framework of [37]. Protocol 5 handles this case at the cost of two additional rounds.
There are a number of differences between the properties of our setting and scheme and those of
Rivest, Shamir and Tauman [38]: on the negative side (from this paper’s point of view), our scheme
requires interaction, since the verifier is not assumed to have established a public-key. This requires some
mechanism of anonymous routing (e.g. MIX-nets.) Also our scheme involves sending longer messages
(proportional to the size of S). On the neutral side, the time complexity of our scheme and that of [38]
are roughly comparable (to within multiplicative constants), if one uses an encryption scheme where
the encryption process is very efficient, such as RSA with low exponent. On the positive side: (i) Our
analysis does not rely on any additional assumptions except the underlying encryption scheme is good
(immune to chosen ciphertext attacks.) (ii) Since we only need that the encryption scheme is good,
there is no way for an organization that wishes that its members have public-keys to try and fight our
system by establishing ones with some weird formats (that deter the [38] scheme, e.g. tree based ones.)
(iii) Our deniability guarantees are stronger than in [38]: their deniability is achieved by assuming that
the verifier is a member of the system and has established a public key. He is then added to the Ring
(and hence could have generated the conversation himself). However this assumes not only that the
verifier has a public key, but that this key was properly chosen4 . (iv) it is not clear how to extend the
[38] protocol to handle threshold and other access structures over the ring5 , whereas we do that with no
4 To see why this issue may be problematic, consider a large corporation A dealing with a small user B. The user B
chooses its public-key KB to be the same as KA , the public key of corporation A. Now suppose that A sends to B a
message signed in a ring scheme were the ring consists of A and B. Given that the public keys used are {KA , KA } this is
hardly deniable for A.
5 But see the recent work [7].
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computational penalty in Protocol 4.
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Definition of Deniable Ring Authentication

We now summarize the setup and requirements of a deniable ring authentication scheme.
Setup: We assume that participants have published public-keys. The public keys are generated via
some key generation process that gives corresponding secret keys. We do not make any particular
assumption about this process, except that good participants choose their keys properly, i.e. following
the key generation protocol. However bad participants, that are under the control of the adversary, may
have chosen them arbitrarily and in particular as a function of the good public keys. A ring S is a any
subset of participants. A (good) authenticator P is a member of S. The verifier of a message is an
arbitrary party and has not necessarily published a public-key. The only assumption is that both the
verifier and the authenticator know the public-keys of all members of S. The authenticator P engages
with the verifier in an interactive protocol to authenticate a message m. At the end of the interaction
the verifier accepts or rejects the authentication.
Given that the protocol is interactive (it must be so, since the verifier has not established any
credentials) we must assume that it is possible to route messages anonymously, i.e. that the verifier and
prover can exchange message without the adversary being able to trace who is the recipient. How this
is achieved is beyond the scope of this paper.
We assume that the adversary A controls some of the participants of the system. For those participants it chooses (and knows) all the secret bits (we do not deal here with dynamic corruption of good
users, though the methods presented seem to be resilient to such attacks as well). The authentication
protocol should satisfy:
Completeness: For any subset of participants S and for any good authenticator P ∈ S, for any message
m, if the prover and verifier follow the protocol for authenticating the message m (with P using
his secret key), then the verifier accepts; this can be relaxed to “accepts with high probability.”
Soundness - Existential Unforgeability: Consider an adversary A that tries to forge a message.
It may know and choose the secret keys of all bad participants, but the good members choose
their public-keys properly. The adversary runs an attack on the protocol as follows: it adaptively
chooses a sequence of arbitrary messages m1 , m2 , . . ., arbitrary rings S1 , S2 , . . . and good participants P1 , P2 , . . . where Pi ∈ Si , and asks that Pi will authenticate message mi as part of ring Si
(using the deniable ring authentication protocol) where the verifier is controlled by A. We say
that A successfully attacks the scheme if it can find a ring S of good participants so that a forger
C, under control of A and pretending to be a member of S, succeeds in authenticating to a third
party D (running properly the verifier’s V protocol) a message m 6∈ {mi }i=1,2,... . The soundness
requirement is for all probabilistic polynomial time adversaries A the probability of success is
negligible.
Source Hiding: For any two good participants A1 and A2 , for any subset S containing A1 and A2 ,
it is computationally infeasible for any V ∗ acting as the verifier to distinguish between protocols
where A1 is doing the authentication and A2 is the one running it (that is the probability it guesses
correctly which case it is should be negligibly close to 1/2.) Note that not all the members of S
are necessarily good, but we only protect the anonymity of the good ones.
Zero-Knowledge - Deniability: Consider an adversary A as above and suppose that a member of
S is willing to authenticate any polynomial number of messages. Then for each A there exists
a polynomial-time simulator Z that outputs an indistinguishable transcript (to everyone but the
sender). A possible relaxation is to allow the simulator to depend on ε, the distinguishing advantage
(this is known as ε -knowledge.)
4

Note that Source Hiding and Deniability seem to be related but they are incomparable. In particular,
the requirement for Source Hiding should hold even for an online verifier, whereas the requirement for
Deniability is only after the fact.
Concurrency: One issue that we have not specified is whether the many various protocols that the
adversary may be running are executed concurrently, where timing is under the control of the adversary,
or sequentially. This is largely orthogonal to those definitions and we will specify for our main scheme
(Protocol 3) for each property whether it withstands concurrent attacks or not.
Big brother: A stronger model for deniability and source hiding is when the adversary A knows the
secret keys of the good players as well as those of the bad ones. This case and its motivating examples
is discussed in Section 7.

3

Tools

3.1

Encryption Schemes

Our main tool is encryption schemes. We assume some good public-key encryption scheme E. To specify
what we mean by good, we have to provide the type of attack that the encryption scheme is assumed to
withstand , e.g. known6 or chosen plaintext, or chosen ciphertext. And we have to specify what breaking
the encryption scheme means, where the two leading notions are semantic security and non-malleability.
The latter is the relevant notion we will require from E. Roughly speaking, a public key cryptosystem
is non-malleable if, seeing an encryption E(α) “does not help” an attacker to generate an encryption
E(β) such that α and β are related (with certain trivial exceptions). This is formalized and treated at
length in [23]. See also [1] and [39].
As for the type of attack, this varies depending on the precise properties we want from our deniable
ring authentication process (in particular whether we want to withstand concurrent attacks). We can
already gain some properties simply assuming that E is immune to chosen plaintext attack. However for
the full strength we require that the scheme be immune against chosen ciphertexts in the post-processing
mode, also known as CCA2. This means that the attacker has access to a decryption device and can
feed it with ciphertexts of its choice. At some point it gets a challenge ciphertext (so that it should
perform some operation on the corresponding plaintext) and still has access to the decryption device,
except that now it cannot feed it with the challenge ciphertext. Under such an attack semantic security
and non-malleability coincide. (See [23, 1] for background one the subject.)
For a public key K the encryption scheme EK maps a plaintext into a ciphertext. This mapping
must be probabilistic, otherwise the scheme cannot even be semantically secure. Therefore EK induces
for each message m a distribution of ciphertexts. To encrypt m one has to choose a random string ρ and
then C = EK (m, ρ) is a ciphertext of m. Given C and the corresponding private decryption key K −1
the decryption process retrieves m, but we do not assume that it retrieves ρ as well (in some schemes
the process does retrieve while in others it does not). When we write “generate C = EKi (m)” we mean
choose random ρ and let C = EKi (m, ρ).
A procedure we use quite extensively in our protocols is for the creator of a ciphertext C to prove
that C is an encryption of a message m. In order to perform this it is sufficient to produce ρ, the random
bits used to generate C and then anyone can verify that C = EKi (m, ρ)). The property we require from
E is that it be binding or unique opening. If K was generated properly, then for any ciphertext C there
should be a unique message m for which there exists a ρ such that C = EK (m, ρ) (there could be more
than one ρ but no more than one plaintext corresponding to C)7 . We do not assume any binding in
6 Not

really relevant in public-key encryption.
property more or less follows from the non-malleability requirement (without it one has to specify what is the
meaning of such a ciphertext) but we added it explicitly to prevent confusion. Note that the complement of this property
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case the key are badly formed (except for Section 6 where this issue arises.) Thus when we write “open
ciphertext C” we mean give the plaintext and the random bits ρ used to generate C.
Implementations of the Encryptions Schemes: There are a number of possibilities for encryption
scheme meeting the standards outlines above. If one wants to avoid employing random oracles, (which
is one of the goals of this paper) then the famed Cramer-Shoup [20] one is the most efficient. It is
based on the Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem. One drawback of it is that encryption is as expensive
as decryption, i.e. requires (a few) modular exponentiations. Otherwise the system known as OAEP
[2] over low exponent RSA or Rabin offers the most efficient implementation (See [42, 27, 3] for the
state-of-the-art on the subject.) Using such an encryption in Protocol 3 yields a scheme of complexity
comparable (up to multiplicative constants to that of [38]. Another possibility for avoiding random
oracles while maintaining efficiency is is to use interactive encryption, as proposed by Katz [32]. We do
not explore it further in this paper, but see [32] for its application for deniable encryption.

3.2

Commitment Schemes

A commitment scheme allows the sender to deposit a hidden value with the receiver, so that the latter
has no idea what it is, but at a later point the sender can reveal the hidden value and the receiver can be
sure that this is the original one. There are a number of variants on the precise security offered to the two
sides. We will be interested in commitment schemes where the sender is offered computational secrecy
and the receiver is assured that there is a unique value. More precisely, following the commitment phase
the receiver cannot decide (with non-negligible advantage) whether the hidden value is r1 or r2 . There
are quite simply and efficient protocols with these properties (e.g. [36]).
For most of the protocols of the paper we will actually use encryption for the purpose of commitment
(this means that it is not secret to the owner of the secret key.) The reason is that we need to obtain
non-malleability with respect to another encryption, and this is achieved in the easiest way using an
encryption scheme which is non-malleable. However, for the big brother setting, where A is assumed to
know all the secret keys in the system, this is not good enough and we will need a more involved solution
in Protocol 5 in Section 7.

3.3

Zero-Knowledge

We do not apply zero-knowledge protocols as tools, but the deniability requirement means that our
protocol should be zero-knowledge8 . We use the standard tricks of the trade to come up with a simulators
Z.
The subject of preserving zero-knowledge for concurrently executed protocols has received much
attention recently and in general it is a quite difficult problem. One way to bypass it was proposed in
[25] by adding relatively benign timing assumptions. It is possible to use the same techniques to achieve
deniability in the presence of concurrent attacks for Protocol 3.

4

Some Background Protocols

In this section we describe two protocols that can be viewed as the precursors of our main protocol.
We recommend reading them before Protocol 3. We use the term “prover” for the party doing the
authentication or proving the statement “message m is authentic” and “verifier” or V to the receiver or
the party doing the verification of the claim. The first protocol simply provides an interactive authenticated protocol. It is based on adding a random secret value to m encrypted under P ’s public key as a
was used in [13] to obtain deniable encryption.
8 This is a relatively rare case where zero-knowledge is needed as an end result and not as a tool in a subprotocol.
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challenge. Note that in all our protocols we assume that the sender and receiver already know what is
the candidate message (otherwise an additional preliminary round is needed.)
Protocol 1 Interactive Authentication
The prover has a public key K of an encryption scheme E. The prover wishes to authenticate the message
m. The parameter ` sufficiently large that 2−` is negligible. The concatenation of x and y is denoted
x ◦ y.
1. V → P : Choose random r ∈R {0, 1}` .
Generate and send the encryption C = EK (m ◦ r) to the prover.
2. P → V : Decrypt C to obtain r.
Verify that the prefix of the plaintext equals m. Send r.
The verifier V accepts if the value P sends in Step 2 equals r.
This protocol was proposed in [23] (see Section 3.5 there) and proved to be existentially unforgeable
assuming that the encryption scheme is secure against chosen ciphertext attacks (post-processing, or
CCA2). Note that if E is malleable in certain ways then the scheme is not secure, since it is possible to
switch the prefix of the message.
Is this scheme deniable? It is deniable against an honest verifier that chooses r at random. However
one cannot hope to argue that it remains so against a malicious verifier, since zero-knowledge is impossible
to obtain in two rounds (see [29], at least with auxiliary input).
Consider now the following extension that was proposed by Dwork, Naor and Sahai, [25], where the
idea is that the verifier should prove knowledge of r before the prover reveals it. For this we use the
“opening” of ciphertexts as defined in Section 3.1, by giving away the plaintext and the random bits
used to generate it.
Protocol 2 Deniable Authentication
The prover P has a public key K of an encryption scheme E. The message to be authenticated in m,
known to both parties.)
1. V → P : Choose r ∈R {0, 1}` . Generate and send C = EK (m ◦ r)
2. P → V : Decrypt C to obtain r (the suffix of the message).
Generate and send D = EK (r)
3. V → P : Open C by sending r and ρ,
the random bits used in the encryption in Step 1.
4. P → V : Verify that the prefix of the opened C equals m.
Open D by sending r and σ,
the random bits used in the encryption in Step 2.
The verifier V accepts if the value sent in Step 4 equals r and D was opened correctly.
Note that the verification m is only done at Step 4, that is if a bad C was sent, then the prover
does not reveal the fact that it detected it at Step 2. The deniability of the scheme is obtained by the
possibility that the simulator extract the value of r from any verifier V ∗ , at least in expected polynomial
time, as is common in proofs of zero-knowledge. After r has been extracted it is possible to finish the
execution of the protocol. Soundness follows from the fact that the ciphertext D = EK (r) serves as a
non-malleable commitment to r.

5

The Main Scheme

The idea for obtaining a ring authentication protocol from Protocol 2 is to run in parallel a copy of
the protocol for each member of S, but using the same r, but otherwise with independent random bits.
However there are a few delicate points. In particular if we want to assure source hiding, then it is
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unsafe for the prover to encrypt the decrypted r using all the Ki ’s before it verifies the consistency of
the Step 1 encryption in all the protocols. Otherwise by using a different r for each encryption key the
adversary who may be controlling one member of S may figure out the identity of P . To handle this we
let P split r into r1 , r2 , . . . rn and encrypt each one separately in Step 2.
Setup: Participants in the system have public keys of an encryption scheme E, as described in Section
3.1. Each good member knows the corresponding secret key. Let the ring be denoted by S and by slight
abuse of notation we will also identify S with the set of public keys of its member {K1 , K2 , . . . , Kn }.
Both P (where we assume P ∈ S) and the verifier V know all the public keys in S.
Protocol 3 Deniable Ring Authentication
for S = {K1 , K2 , . . . , Kn } where P knows the jth decryption key. The message to be authenticated is m.
1. V → P : Choose random r ∈ {0, 1}` . Generate and Send
hC1 = EK1 (m ◦ r), C2 = EK2 (m ◦ r), . . . Cn = EKn (m ◦ r)i.
2. P → V : Decrypt Cj to obtain r.
Choose random r1 , r2 , . . . rn so that r = r1 + r2 + · · · + rn .
Generate and send hD1 = EK1 (r1 ), D2 = EK2 (r2 ), . . . Dn = EKn (rn )i.
3. V → P : Open C1 , C2 . . . Cn by sending r and ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . ρn ,
the random bits used in the encryption process in Step 1.
4. P → V : Verify that C1 , C2 . . . Cn were properly formed (with same m and r).
Send r1 , r2 , . . . rn and σ1 , σ2 , . . . σn ,
the random bits used to generate D1 , D2 , . . . Dn .
V accepts if r = r1 + r2 + · · · + rn and D1 , D2 , . . . Dn were properly formed.
Complexity: Running the protocol involves on the verifier’s side n encryptions and n verifications
of encryptions. On the prover’s side it involves one decryption, n encryptions and n verifications of
encryption. If the underlying encryption scheme is based on low exponents (Rabin or low exponent RSA
with OAEP), then this consists of O(n) multiplication and O(1) exponentiations. If the encryption is
Diffie-Hellman based (for instance Cramer-Shoup [20]) then O(n) exponentiations are involved. In term
of communication, the major burden is sending (both ways) n ciphertexts.

5.1

Functionality and Security of the Scheme

To prove that Protocol 3 is indeed a deniable Ring Authentication Protocol we have to argue that the
four requirements, completeness, soundness, source-hiding and deniability are satisfied, as we now sketch.
As for completeness it is easy to verify that if both sides follows the protocol than they accept. The only
requirement we need from a bad public key Ki is that it will be easy to verify even for bad keys that
C = EKi (m, ρ) which we can assume without loss of generality that holds.
Soundness/Unforgeability: Recall that we may assume that all keys in S are properly formed for
this property. The key point of to understanding why the protocol is that hD1 = EK1 (r1 ), D2 =
EK2 (r2 ), . . . Dn = EKn (rn )i is a non-malleable commitment to r = r1 + r2 + · · · rn , where the nonmalleability is with respect to hC1 = EK1 (m ◦ r), C2 = EK2 (m ◦ r), . . . Cn = EKn (m ◦ r)i.
For this to hold it is sufficient that E be non-malleable against chosen plaintext attacks (no need for
protection against chosen ciphertext attacks, unless we are interested in concurrent attacks .) The fact
that P is committed to the value follows from the binding property of E (See Section 3.1.) Once we
have established this then soundness follows, as it does for Protocol 2. To handle a concurrent attacks
we assume that E is secure against chosen ciphertext secure attacks (post-processing, or CCA2). (We
do not know whether this is essential, see Section 8.)
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Source Hiding: we claim that the of the key which was used in Step 2 (among well chosen keys
in S) is computationally hidden during the protocol and statistically hidden after protocol, if things
went well, i.e. the protocol terminated successfully. This follows from the fact that if at Step 1 all the
hC1 = EK1 (m ◦ r), C2 = EK2 (m ◦ r), . . . Cn = EKn (m ◦ r)i are consistent (with the same m and r), at
least among the good keys, then the hiding of the source is perfect. Suppose that they are not consistent.
Then at step 3 they will be caught (from the binding property of E, and hence Step 4 will not take
place.
This property is maintained even when the adversary can schedule concurrent executions. The reason
is that witness indistinguishable protocols can be composed concurrently.
Deniability: we can run a simulator ‘as usual and extract r: run the protocol with P using first
a random r. If at Step 3 the verifier opens then rewind to just after Step 1 and run again with the
correct r. A few things worth noting: the complications to address, as is usual in proofs of a zeroknowledge property are a V ∗ that refuses to open. One key point to notice is that the semantic security
of E means that it is enough that one key Ki be good and unknown to V ∗ for hD1 = EK1 (r1 ), D2 =
EK2 (r2 ), . . . Dn = EKn (rn )i to be a semantically secure commitment scheme to r.
This is the only property that is problematic under concurrent executions. We can appeal to the
timing model of [25] and get a variant of this protocol that would work there. However this is beyond
the scope of this paper.

6

Extension: Threshold and other Access Structures

One can view Ring Authentication (both ours and the Rivest Shamir and Tauman one [38]) as a proof
system that 1 out of the ring S is confirming the message. In this section we discuss an extension of Rings
into proving more general statements, e.g. that (a least) k members out of the ring S are confirming
the message, without revealing any information about the subset T of confirmers. In general, we can
deal with any monotone access structure, provided that it has a good secret sharing scheme (see [43] for
bibliography on the subject.)
In this setting we assume that there is a subset T ⊂ S of members that collude and want to convince
the verifier that T satisfies some monotone access structure M. As in the rest of this paper, all this can
be ad hoc, i.e. there is no need to fix neither S nor M in advance (or T of course). We do assume that
there is one representative P of T that communicates with the verifier. Note that the members of T
need to trust P to the extent that a bad P can make the protocol loose its deniability and source hiding,
but the unforgeability.
We adapt an idea suggested by Cramer, Damgård and Shoenmaker [19] and DeSantis et al. [21] for
combining zero-knowledge statements via secret sharing. In our context we use this idea by letting the
verifier split r according to the secret sharing scheme for M. Only if enough shares are known, then r
can be reconstructed, otherwise it remains completely unknown.
We do not have to assume any additional properties from the access structure for M, i.e. the protection could be information theoretic or computational. We assume of course that secret generation and
reconstruction are efficient. We also assume that given shares s1 , s2 , . . . sn it is possible to verify that
they were properly formed, i.e. that for each subset T that satisfies M the reconstruction algorithm will
output the same secret. This is very simple in most, if not all, schemes we are aware of, e.g. Shamir’s
polynomial based one [40].
Protocol 4 Ring Authentication for Monotone Access Structure M
Ring S = {K1 , K2 , . . . , Kn } where P represents a subset T ⊆ S.
1. V → P : Choose random r ∈ {0, 1}` .
Generate shares s1 , s2 , . . . sn of r according to the scheme for M. Send
hC1 = EK1 (m ◦ s1 ), C2 = EK2 (m ◦ s2 ), . . . Cn = EKn (m ◦ sn )i.
9

2. P → V : P gets from each j ∈ T the decryption of Cj obtaining sj . Reconstruct r.
Choose random r1 , r2 , . . . rn such that r = r1 + r2 + · · · + rn .
Generate and send hD1 = EK1 (r1 ), D2 = EK2 (r2 ), . . . Dn = EKn (rn )i.
3. V → P : Open C1 , C2 . . . Cn by sending s1 , s2 , . . . sn and ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . ρn ,
the random bits used in the encryption in Step 1.
4. P → V : Verify that s1 , s2 , . . . sn yield the same secret for all satisfying subsets.
Verify that C1 , C2 . . . Cn were properly formed
(with the same m and corresponding si .)
Send r1 , r2 , . . . rn and σ1 , σ2 , . . . σn , the bits used to generate D1 , . . . Dn .
V accepts if r = r1 + r2 + · · · + rn and D1 , . . . Dn were properly formed.
This extended protocol is not much more complex (computationally as well as to implement) than
the original Protocol 3. The additional computation consists simply of the secret sharing generation,
reconstruction and verification.
The Completeness and Deniability of Protocol 4 follow from the same principals as Protocol 3. As
for unforgeability, we should argue that if the subset S ∗ ⊂ S of participants the adversary controls does
not satisfy M, then it cannot make the adversary accept a message m (not authenticated by the good
participants) with non-negligible probability. One point is the binding property of E. In Protocol 3 the
assumption was that all of S consists of good players (otherwise unforgeability is not meaningful), but
here some members of S might be under the control of A (but not enough to satisfy M) and might have
chosen their public-keys improperly. For this we either have to assume that EK is binding even if the
key K was not properly chosen, or modify the protocol to and add for each Di a commitment to ri as
well. The protection against reconstruction by a non qualified subset that the secret sharing scheme M
offers then assures that A cannot retrieve r following Step 1.
As for source hiding, we should argue that for two sets T1 and T2 deciding which one is doing the
confirmation is difficult. This follows form the fact that at Step 4 P checks the consistency of s1 , s2 , . . . sn
and hence revealing r1 , r2 , . . . rn will not yield information about T .

7

Deniable Ring Authentication in the Presence of Big Brother

In this Section we deal with the case of where the adversary A actually knows the secret key of the
authenticator. Why is this an interesting case, after all we usually think of the public-key setting as
providing users with the freedom of choosing their own keys? There are several possible answers: first,
there are settings where users do not choose their own private keys. These include Identity Based
Encryption [5, 18, 41] where a center provides a key to each users as a function of their identity, and
a broadcast encryption type of setting where users receive secret keys of various subsets to which they
belong (see in particular [37] and more below). Another answer is that it is desirable to avoid a situation
where the distinguisher has an incentive to extract the secret key for j by, say, legal means.
Protocol 3 does not offer anonymity and deniability in case the adversary A knows the secret key of P
- it is possible for A to figure out whether it is j who is authenticating the message by the following active
attack: In Step 1 in protocol send hC1 = EK1 (m ◦ r), C2 = EK2 (m ◦ r), . . . Cj = EKj (m ◦ r0 ), . . . Cn =
EKn (m ◦ r)i, that is Cj is the only one with suffix r0 . When receiving D1 , D2 , . . . Dn the adversary can
check whether the suffix of decryption of Dj equals r or r0 .
There are two possible approaches for correcting this problem, one is for P to make sure that all
the Ci ’s are proper before decrypting any of them. This requires some form of proof of consistency.
The other is for P not to commit to r using the E’s but rather using a scheme that is secure against
everyone. This requires coming up with non-malleable commitment with respect to the encryptions of
Step 1. Both approaches seem viable, but we found a reasonably efficient implementation of only the
second one. The major obstacle is to preserve soundness. The idea is simple and is an adaptation of old
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tricks (e.g. the commitment scheme in [23]): the prover splits r into two parts and will reveal one of
them to prove knowledge.
Let W be a commitment scheme with perfect binding and computational protection to the sender,
as in, e.g. [36]. We assume that the commitment phase is unidirectional (this even fits the scheme of
[36], since it can be sent together with the message.) We assume that commitment to value r involves
choosing a random string σ and sending D = W (r, σ). The computational protection it offers the sender
means that given D which is a commitment to r1 or r2 it is hard to distinguish between the two cases.
We will have as our security parameter `, we assume is sufficiently large so that 2−` is negligible.
Protocol 5 Ring Authentication in the presence of big brother
for Ring S = {K1 , K2 , . . . , Kn } where P knows the jth decryption key.
The message to be authenticated is m.
1. V → P : Choose random r ∈ {0, 1}` . Generate and Send
hC1 = EK1 (m ◦ r), C2 = EK2 (m ◦ r), . . . Cn = EKn (m ◦ r)i.
2. P → V : Decrypt Cj to obtain r.
Choose ` pairs (r10 , r11 ), (r20 , r21 ), . . . (r`0 , r`1 ) such that ri0 + ri1 = r
Generate and send ` pairs h(D10 , D11 ), (D20 , D21 ), . . . (D`0 , D`1 )i
where for 1 ≤ i ≤ ` and b ∈ {0, 1} generate Dib = W (rib , σib ).
3. V → P : Choose and send ` random bits b1 , b2 , . . . b`
4. P → V : For 1 ≤ i ≤ ` open Dibi by sending ribi and σibi .
5. V → P : Verify that the opening are consistent: ∀1 ≤ i ≤ ` Dibi = W (ribi , σibi )
Open C1 , . . . , Cn by sending r and ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . ρn ,
the random bits used in the encryption process in Step 1.
6. P → V : Verify that C1 , . . . , Cn were properly formed (with the same m and r).
Open the remaining members of h(D10 , D11 ), (D20 , D21 ), . . . (D`0 , D`1 )i
by sending ri1−bi and σi1−bi .
V accepts if the revealed values (r10 , r11 ), (r20 , r21 ), . . . (r`0 , r`1 ) were properly formed and
∀1 ≤ i ≤ ` we have ri0 + ri1 = r.
In order to prove that soundness/unforgeability still holds, consider Protocol 1. For this protocol we
are assured of its soundness in case E is secure against chosen ciphertext attacks in the postprocessing
mode (CCA2) [23]. We will need the same assumption here. The key point is that it is possible to
extract the value ri0 + ri1 (which should be r) by rewinding the forger to just before Step 3. If the forger
has probability δ of succeeding, then with probability at least δ 2 such a value can be extracted and hence
a guess for r can be mounted. This (plus the original proof of Protocol 1) are sufficient for proving the
soundness of Protocol 5.
As for source hiding, it follows from the semantic security of W . The only problem is when V ∗
is not following the protocol. But in this case in Step 6 the prover does not open the remaining
commitments. Similarly, for deniability, the simulator should extract r from V ∗ , which can be done by
sending commitments to random values in Step 2.
The Subset Cover Environment: An interesting case of using Protocol 5 is in the Subset Cover
Environment described in [37]. In this setting there is a collection of subsets of users U1 , U2 , . . .. For each
subset Ui in the collection there is an associated public key Li . Each user u is given secret information
enabling it to compute the corresponding secret key of Li for all subsets Ui such that u ∈ Ui . There
are many types of rings S where it is easy express S as the union of not too many subsets from the
collection. One such example is where the users correspond to points on a line and the collection
U1 , U2 , . . . to segments9 . If the ring S consists of a small number of segments, then the number of
9 The

Subtree Difference example of [37] can be adapted to work in this case.
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subsets in the union is small. In such cases using Protocol 5 is very attractive: first even though S
may be large, there is no need to perform the encryption in Step 1 for each member of S but rather for
each segment. The deniable and source hiding properties assure us that even though the prover did not
choose his keys by himself, and they might be known to the adversary, he can still enjoy anonymity.

8

Open Problems and Discussion

There are several specific questions that arise from this work, as well as more general ones:
• In the access scheme of Section 6 is it possible for the members to be mutually untrusting with
respect to deniability. The protocol is presented so that P is the one responsible for checking that
the shares are proper. Is this necessary (without resorting to a complex multi-part computation).
• What is the communication complexity of ring authentication, in particular is it possible to perform
such authentication by sending o((|S|) bits, assuming the identity of the members of S is known, or
a the very least without sending |S| encryptions (or signatures). Note that [38] manage to achieve
that using random oracles. Also Boaz Barak (personal communication) has pointed out that using
Kilian’s arguments [33] it is possible in principle to obtain inefficient but succinct protocols, so
the remaining question is whether it is possible to do so while maintaining the efficiency of the
protocol.
• What is the weakest form of security required from an encryption scheme that is sufficient to be
used in our ring deniable authentication scheme. In particular what are the minimum requirements
for Protocol 3?
• Is obtaining source hiding only an easier task than achieving deniability? Our approach was to
take a deniable scheme (Protocol 2 and turn it into a ring scheme, but perhaps aiming directly
for source hiding will yield other schemes and in particular 2-round ones (note that Witness
Indistinguishability is possible in 2-rounds [24].)
• Is it possible to obtain source hiding in the case of shared keys, say in the Subset Cover Framework?
Note that shared key authentication implies deniability, but running a protocol like 3 is problematic,
since proving in zero-knowledge the consistency of shared-key encryptions is difficult.
• Is it possible to use the Fiat-Shamir heuristic10 and remove the interaction from authentication
protocols such as Protocols 1, 2 and 3 and thus get new types of signature schemes from encryptions
schemes?
An important social concern that both this work and [38] raise is the implication to PKI. The fact
that a user that has established a public key can be ‘drafted’ to a ring S without his consent might
be disturbing to many users. On the other hand we believe in a more positive interpretation of the
results. Allowing some degree of anonymity as well as leaking secret has always been important at least
in modern societies and this form of protocols allows the re-introduction of it.
In general we find the issue of anonymity and deniability to be at the heart of the open scientific
investigation of cryptography. A very natural research program is to find the precise mapping between
possible and impossible in this area. It seems that behind every impossibility result lies a small twist
(in the model perhaps) that allows the tasks to be performed.
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and Shamir [26] proposed a general method for converting public coins zero-knowledge proof systems into signatures. The analysis of the method is based on the random oracle model.
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